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Will robots take our jobs?

How much do you remember after listening to the audio?               Complete the following

The two main speakers are __________ and __________.

Today, they are talking about __________, the use of machines to do work that people do.

A caricature of robots: they talk in a __________ way.

Two famous characters from Star Wars : __________ and __________

What makes a job more likely to be done by robots? 

It is if a job involves manipulating __________ __________.

Manual dexterity means being good with your __________.

According to a recent study, __________% of existing UK jobs will be automated in the next 20 years.

Cognitive labour means using your __________.

One job where machines could replace humans: __________ worker.

If you work in an office, you have a __________ collar job.

If you work in a factory, you have a __________ collar job.

A computer’s ability to copy intelligent human __________ is called AI.

In fact, the computers could do the __________ stuff and humans do the more interesting work!

'Let’s keep our __________ crossed' means 'let's hope for the best'.

Do you think you could lose your job because of a robot? Are you worried or afraid? 

Place the stress on the following words (entourez ou soulignez la syllabe accentuée)

convincing

actually

science fiction

machines

automation

manipulate

replace

academic

persuasion

succeptible to

originality

dexterity

intelligent

Oxford university

ability

increasingly

cognitive

office

assess

artificial

factory

behaviour

advantage

presenter
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Vocabulary from the document

What's the English for ___? How do you say ___ in English?

automatisation A

imitation I

convaincant, réaliste C

bizarre, étrange, drôle F

deviner G

susceptible de L

compétences S

un être humain a H B

tâche T

l'esprit M

intelligent S

tableur S

évaluer A

juriste, avocat L

bureau (travail) O

col blanc (bureau) W C

col bleu (usine) B C

usine F

comportement B

ennuyeux, rébarbatif B

intéressant I

on croise les doigts F C
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Will robots take our jobs? TEACHER

How much do you remember after listening to the audio?               Complete the following

The two main speakers are Neil and Finn.

Today, they are talking about automation, the use of machines to do work that people do.

A caricature of robots: they talk in a funny way.

Two famous characters from Star Wars : R2-D2 and C-3PO

What makes a job more likely to be done by robots? Is it if a job involves manipulating small objects.

Manual dexterity means being good with your hands.

According to a recent study, 35% of existing UK jobs will be automated in the next 20 years.

Cognitive labour means using your head.

One job where machines could replace humans: office worker.

If you work in an office, you have a white collar job.

If you work in a factory, you have a blue collar job.

A computer’s ability to copy intelligent human behaviour is called AI.

The computers could do the boring stuff and humans do the more interesting work!

'Let’s keep our fingers crossed' means 'let's hope for the best'.

Do you think you could lose your job because of a robot? Are you afraid? Do you have any fears?

Place the stress on the following words (entourez ou soulignez la syllabe accentuée)

convincing  /kənˈvɪnsɪŋ/ 

actually   /ˈæktʃuəli/

science fiction

machines

automation  /ˌɔːtəˈmeɪʃən/

manipulate  /məˈnɪpjʊleɪt/

replace

academic

persuasion  /pərˈsweɪʒən/

susceptible to  /səˈsɛptɪbəl/

originality

dexterity

intelligent

Oxford university

ability

increasingly  /ɪnˈkriːsɪŋli/ 

cognitive  /ˈkɒgnɪtɪv/

office  /ˈɒfɪs/

assess  /əˈsɛs/

artificial

factory

behaviour  /bɪˈheɪvjər/

advantage  /ədˈvɑːntɪdʒ/

presenter  /prɪˈzɛntər/
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